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Phalaenopsis sp.
Come see this and many other
beautiful orchids in our newest
orchid exhibit: Orchid Odyssey
in the Simons Rainforest.
Photo by Kenneth Setzer/FTBG
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bug beat

Oriental Fruit Fly
The Redland Invasion
By Kenneth Setzer

B

y now you must have seen or read something
=>KQPPDA,NEAJP=HBNQEPŃU ?ANP=EJHUEBUKQHERA
in Southeast Florida. With its persistent threat of
EJR=OEKJ PDEOBNQEPŃUD=OPDALKPAJPE=HPKdevastate
Florida’s—as well as the country’s—horticulture.
We are constantly hearing of new invasions threatening our
crops and ornamentals. You name it: giant African snails,
ECQ=J=O SDEPAŃEAO O?=HAEJOA?PO AP?1DAUHEGAKQNDKIABKN
the reasons we do—mostly mild weather, sun, lots of fresh
BNQEP=J@RACAP=>HAOQP&GJASPDEOH=PAOP,NEAJP=HBNQEPŃU
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when I saw one of the many portable electronic roadside
OECJOŃ=ODEJCPDAS=NJEJCġļ#NQEP#HU.Q=N=JPEJANA=Ģ!K
+KP*KRA#NQEP1DAMQ=N=JPEJA=NA=AJ?KIL=OOAO=>KQP
85 square miles; fruit and vegetables can only be transported
out of the area with permission of regulators.
The OFF (Bactrocera dorsalis) lays eggs in its host plants’
fruit, and once they hatch the larvae consume portions of
the fruit, rendering it unusable. A frightening realization
comes while perusing the list of the OFF’s potential host
LH=JPO&PEOMQEPALKHULD=CKQO IA=JEJCEPEOJP=LE?GU
eater! The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services lists 435 OFF host plants, from Acca sellowiana
(Guavasteen) to Ziziphus oenoplia. It will eat almost all
KBKQN>AHKRA@BNQEP EJ?HQ@EJC=?GAA L=L=U==J@I=JCK 
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coconut palm, even certain orchids, and also plants from
which we derive vegetables and nuts.
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more than 55,000 insect traps placed statewide to monitor
PDAEJOA?POPD=PBNAMQAJPKQNLH=JPO4DAJ?DA?GEJCPN=LO
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Soon thereafter, the Florida Department of Agriculture
established a quarantine zone, regulating the movement of
any possible host material—infested fruit and vegetables—
into or out of the quarantine. In order to buy, sell or even

move plants, businesses needed to sign a compliance
=CNAAIAJPPKAJOQNAPDAUGJASLNKLANLNK?A@QNAOPK
avoid spreading infested material. Homeowners, too, are
prohibited from moving any fruit or vegetables off their
property, and must follow strict disposal instructions, double
bagging materials and placing them with household trash.
Other controls in the Redland area were immediately
introduced to destroy the OFF infestation. One technique,
?=HHA@ļI=HA=JJEDEH=PEKJ EJRKHRAOQOEJC=LDANKIKJAPK
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include foliar treatment with insecticide applied directly
to leaves, stripping and destruction of preferred host fruit
=NKQJ@OEPAOSDANAŃEAOD=RA>AAJBKQJ@=J@@NAJ?DEJCKB
soil around infected host trees with a pesticide to destroy
any subterranean pupae.

The Good News
These extreme actions are coupled with cooperation among
the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services,
University of Florida Institute of Food and Agricultural
Sciences Extension, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, local
CKRANJIAJP=J@HK?=HCNKSANO&POAAIOPK>ASKNGEJC'ABB
4=OEAHASOGE =?KIIAN?E=HPNKLE?=HBNQEP?NKLOATPAJOEKJ
agent at the University of Florida/IFAS Miami-Dade County
Extension and formerly of Fairchild, says the quarantine will
>AHEBPA@SDAJJKŃEAO=NABKQJ@BKNPDA@QN=PEKJKBPDNAA
of its lifecycles. The length of lifecycle varies, with warmer
temperatures resulting in a shorter life of around 30 days,
while cooler temps lead to a life of about 45 days.
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lifted. February 20, 2016, is the current tentative end for the
quarantine. Of course, since the OFF has invaded before, it
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Find more information about OFF at
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